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Raheel Sharif, on Thursday confirmed death sentences awarded by military courts to 12 "hardcore
terrorists" over their involvement in a series of attacks against security forces, the military said.
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Those of a certain generation still remember when Washington's birthday was set aside as a national
holiday in February, along with Lincoln's
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The regulator agreed when it ruled in favour of net neutrality.
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Victims of Guillain-Barre can sometimes show the whites of their eyes, as if they are the living dead
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Other times he brought in the experience of his caddie, Mike "Fluff" Cowan, who is working for Kang
while Jim Furyk recovers from wrist surgery.
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"Because the SPLC is bound by confidentiality, we are unable to disclose the total settlement
amount."
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Flint's water became tainted when the city switched from the Detroit system and began drawing from
the Flint River in April 2014 to save money
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The number of migrant deaths in the Sonoran desert has fallen in the past few years but remains an
issue
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They must re-establish their brand identity to define their place in the market
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"My teammate (Lupton) helped me to catch the air for that fast lap
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Hassane, 22, from Ladbroke Grove, west London, admitted conspiracy to murder and preparing acts
of terrorism
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He published scientific papers, moved into an academic career, made ground-breaking strides in
physics including developing the theory of general relativity, and was given the Nobel Prize in 1921.
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This should make your life a bit easier if you’re in charge of managing several profiles at once, which
is more common as businesses rely on Facebook to interact with customers.
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I was surprised, because we've been faster with a car behind me
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Ethan Couch was sentenced in juvenile court in 2013 to 10 years on probation after four people were
killed when a pickup truck he was driving swerved off the road and crashed
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When his contract with the Heat expired in 2014, fans accepted the star back home
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It is an incredible satire of these selfie obsessed times we live in
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O'Brien sharpened his comedy chops while working for the Harvard Lampoon, the school's storied
humor magazine
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"It was the day after Christmas and she stood on the street crying
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Satellite and cable providers say they want to satisfyconsumers' demands
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Some buy lottery tickets, and run their hands along the trunk of a fallen ironwood tree, festooned with
coloured scarves and smoothed by years of handling
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Australian researchers decided to look into this further
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Neuroscientists were so fascinated by his skills that they carried out an experiment with him
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On the other hand, he had five turnovers, so I guess he’s totally still going to be a bust.
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Bliss, Texas has been conducting ballistic missile training using the Patriot system at Osan Air Base
near Seoul
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"It's really cool to actually do them
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The judge didn’t rule Thursday on continuing Griego’s treatment after he turns 21.
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US consumer confidence as measured by the University of Michigan dipped to 90.7 in February
versus 92.0 in January
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He said that if no deal was reached, "then I rule nothing out
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Cruising is a $36 billion industry worldwide, part of a $9.9 trillion global travel industry that represents
9 percent of global GDP, according to the World Travel and Tourism Council.
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"But can you really prevent people from using their privately owned homes as they want? It raises a

whole lot of constitutional and human rights questions."
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As on any cruise, the first order of business was the safety briefing, but I was surprised to see it held
in the lounge as guests were treated to welcome champagne
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Republicans have four major candidates: U.S
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The University of Michigan consumer sentiment index has missed expectations with a fall from 92 in
December to 90.7
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BMW also provides over-the-air nav updates for three years after purchase, and drivers can activate
automatic traffic sign readers for real-time updates to BMW’s map profiles.
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Many will try to find a solution by, for example, offering discounts if you send more than one child
there.
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Those Romeos and Juliets whose relationships are still intact this Valentine's Day may heed
forecasters prediction for record-breaking cold in the U.S
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This plan was also tried in the early 2000s but collapsed in the face of public and EU opposition
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They also didn’t ask for nor express willingness to speak to Congressional aides who handle
veterans’ issues for lawmakers.
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We usually replace them with double-glazed windows that are hermetically closed.”
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Or we discount the danger, telling ourselves it can’t happen to our kids
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In cities like Manchester and Newcastle, that meant buying up the old masters, such as Velasquez
and Titian
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There’s a second narrative that’s arguably more pervasive
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